LYON LOCKERS
The familiar number plate on each Lyon locker door has represented a commitment to quality and product innovation for generations of students and workers alike.

STANDARD STEEL LOCKERS
- Nano Roller latching system increases the break-in protection compared to existing locker latching systems
- Nylon lockbar glides quiet door operations
- All door frame corners are lapped and welded to form a strong, rigid assembly
- All one-piece, locker door construction from prime, high-grade Class I 16-gauge steel for extra strength and durability, top-to-bottom 16-gauge steel door-strike for strength and security
- Single-Tier Lockers include a separate shelf space

LOCKERACK®
- Provides coat storage and lock-up compartments for 16 people in approximately one square foot per person
- Door pulls serve as padlock hasps (padlocks not furnished)
- Shipped set up, or knocked down with frames and doors factory assembled
- Coat rod included
- Overall dimensions: 69"w x 18"d x 78"h
- Compartments dimensions: 12"w x 18"d x 12"h
This heavy-duty, all-welded locker offers a unique solution for storage and protection. The original design was inspired by military pilot’s flight-related equipment storage needs.

- Aluminum 3-1/2” x 2-1/4” label holder
- Heavy duty, 18-gauge, 5/8” diameter hanging rods for flight gear, plus two side hooks for lighter gear
- Ventilated sides
- Large compartment to house the torso harness, G-suit / G-vest, survival vest and related flying equipment jacket and helmet bags plus an open storage area for flight helmets
- Lockable upper and lower storage compartments for personal belongings and additional equipment
- Overall locker dimensions: 24”w x 24”d x 72”h

COMMAND GEAR LOCKERS

This heavy-duty, fully-ventilated and all-welded locker is the ultimate storage solution. Inspired for government and military grade gear and equipment, this locker withstands harsh usage.

- Heavy-gauge “unibody” construction
- 16-gauge steel top with 14-gauge reinforced bottom, back, doors and sides
- Chrome-plated, pad-lockable handle with a high security three-point latching system
- 16-gauge steel shelf with center reinforcing channel for a 200 lb. capacity
- Pre-punched holes in back, sides, and bottom for attaching lockers to each other and/or to the wall or floor
- 1” coat rod and 4 coat hooks to hang coats, uniforms and heavy field dress
- Overall locker dimensions: 42”w x 24”d x 78”h

TA-50 GEAR LOCKERS

- Provides secure and generous storage for police/government issued items; Kevlar® vests, hats, uniforms, pistols, boots, shoes, laptop and personal belongings, duffle bags, wallets, jewelry and civilian clothes
- Maximum ventilation throughout locker to keep garments, vests and boots cool and dry
- Electrical cutout in the rear top corner for electrical feed for laptops, cell phones or other electronics.
- Prime, high-grade class I steel
- 14-gauge door, 16-gauge sides, top and bottom, and 18-gauge back
- Continuous hinged door with Nano Roller latching system offers three times the break-in protection versus competitive latching systems

VALOR™ LAW ENFORCEMENT LOCKERS
LYON CABINETS

From small parts storage utilizing our modular drawer cabinets to large items in our all-welded cabinets Lyon has a product to meet your cabinet storage requirements. Lyon also offers a full line of safety storage cabinets for flammable and chemical products.

MODULAR DRAWER CABINETS

• Side and back anchoring holes for multi-cabinet attachment; top knock-out holes for multi-level stacking
• Lock cylinder with dust cover and two jumbo keys
• Multiple drawer access. Single drawer access if specified
• Ergonomic handles with removable labels and shields
• Rugged, reinforced cabinet base channels with removable base closure panels on both front and back
• High-performance, full extension 450 lb. drawer suspension
• Wide base opening for typical forklift access
• 90 cabinet sizes
• 15 drawer heights available

ALL-WELDED STORAGE CABINETS

• All-welded 14-gauge steel construction provides a payload capacity of 1,450 lbs. per shelf
• Heavy-duty steel doors have a padlock hasp (lock not included) and heavy-duty 5/16” brass-pin hinge plates securely welded to each door
• Shelves bolt securely into welded keyhole slots and can be repositioned on 3” centers
• Secure, 3-point locking system on doors features ¾” latch rod and 3/16” latch plate
• 4” high legs welded to cabinet – forklift base allows for easy movement anywhere in your facility
• Additional shelves can be added for increased versatility

ALL-WELDED CLEAR VIEW AND 4 DOOR SHELF CABINETS

• All-welded, 14-gauge construction
• Clearview cabinets feature heavy-duty 3/16” thick Lexan® door inserts
• 14-gauge flanged shelves are adjustable on 3” centers
• Rugged cast iron handle features a ¾” thick padlock hasp
• Three heavy-duty 5/16” brass pin hinge plates welded to each door
• Additional shelves are available for customized configurations
• 4” high welded on legs
• Forklift base allows for easy movement anywhere in your facility

1000 SERIES STORAGE CABINETS

• Contemporary styling with rounded front corners
• Three-point door locking system
• Polished chrome plated handles. Separate grooved key lock
• Pan type reinforcements maintain door alignment
• “Quiet Door” feature reduces noise when opening and closing doors
• Durable heavy-gauge steel construction
• Shelf adjustments on 2” centers
ALL-WELDED CABINETS WITH REMOVABLE BINS

- All-welded 14-gauge steel construction delivers secure storage behind heavy-gauge steel doors
- Evenly distributed load capacity: 1,450 lbs. per shelf
- 3-point locking system featuring 3/8” latch rods and 3/16” latch plates
- Additional shelves can be added for increased versatility
- 4” high welded on legs
- Forklift base allows for easy movement anywhere in your facility

ALL-WELDED MAINTENANCE CENTERS WITH MODULAR DRAWERS

Safety store tools, equipment, parts, and even personal effects. Includes a slide-out work surface for light maintenance and repair work.

- All-welded 14-gauge steel construction
- 400 lb. drawer capacity
- Heavy-duty 14-gauge flanged shelves adjustable on 3” centers
- Rugged cast iron handles with 3/8” thick padlock hasp (lock not included)
- Forklift base allows for easy movement anywhere in your facility
- Ball-bearing drawer suspension
- Hard composition casters underneath swing out doors maintain positive alignment, provide smooth door opening and closing under heavy loads. Casters and legs provide clearance for forklift access

SAFETY CABINETS

- All safety cabinets meet OSHA standard. In addition, Flammable Cabinets meet NFPA Code 30
- Fully welded construction featuring 18-gauge double wall construction with 1-1/2” insulating air space increasing fire resistant protection
- Flush-mounted paddle handle design allows easy fingertip operation and features a double key set and can be padlocked (padlock not included)
- The fail-safe closing mechanism utilizes a three-point stainless steel bullet latching system
- Heavy-duty ribbed, galvanized steel shelves deliver load capacity of 350 lbs. per shelf and are adjustable on 3” vertical centers
- 2” tall leak-proof bottom pan
LYON SHELVING
LYON has over 100 years of commitment in designing storage systems that help organize, store, and secure products while maximizing workspace.

8000 SERIES STORAGE SHELVING SECTIONS
Lyon shelving is available in a variety of dimensions. Shelves are adjustable on 1-1/2" centers. Some assembly required. For back to back applications - shelving can use commons backs.

Open Shelving Sections - Ideal for storing packaged stock and other materials where high visibility is a concern.
Closed Shelving Sections - Can be used to divide work and storage space into separate areas.

Four shelf options:
• 22-Gauge Medium-Duty, Box “W” - 600 lbs.
• 20-Gauge Heavy-Duty, Box “W” - 900 lbs.
• 18-Gauge Extra Heavy-Duty, Box “W” - 1300 lbs.
• 18-Gauge Traditional Flanged - 700 lbs.
• Available in 36”, 42 and 48” wide
• Additional shelving available: galvanized and wire

/pre-engineered/ 8000 SERIES 36" WIDE BIN SHELVING
Get as many as 38 compartments, and all dividers can be adjusted to further customize the bin sizes.
• Steel Bin Shelving is ideal where materials require assigned locations
• Shelf dividers are individually adjustable side-to-side on 3” centers
• Dividers can be removed or additional dividers added when your storage needs change
• Assembly required

MODULAR DRAWERS IN 36” WIDE SHELVING
• Increase storage density within 18”, 24” or 30” deep shelving sections with high density modular drawers for shelving to combine storage of bulky items and packaged stock with small parts, tools, and supplies
• Modular drawers operate on smooth rolling ball-bearing suspension, which supports loads up to 450 lbs. per drawer
• Each drawer features ergonomic handles with removable labels and shields
• Existing 36” wide shelving can be retrofitted with modular drawers
• For multiple drawer installations, you must order Drawer Guide Supports
• Each drawer includes suspension equipment
MAXIMIZE YOUR STORAGE SPACE

BULK STORAGE RACK

In addition to storing carton merchandise, Bulk Storage Rack can be used as display rack

- Heavy-duty 14-gauge steel beams
- Width and height available in: 60”, 72”, 84” and 96”
- Depth sizes: 24”, 30”, 36” and 48”
- Choose between 3 and 4 levels
- Select Decking with capacities up to 1,800 lbs:
  - Solid
  - Particle Board
  - Ribbed
  - Waterfall Wire
  - Flat Wire

RIVET RACK

- Beams drop into slots on uprights to create a sturdy, rigid structure
- Starter uprights are 14-gauge angle posts for use as stand alone sections or at the ends of two or more sections
- Add-on uprights are 14-gauge T-posts for use as intermediate posts in multiple section rows
- Easy assembly
- Choose from heights of 3’3” up to 20’ uprights made in Michigan City, IN
- Beam widths available from: 12” to 96”
- Select Beams: Double-Rivet medium-duty flanged or “C” Channel, heavy-duty beams
- Select Decking:
  - Particle Board
  - Rivet Rack Wire

PALLET RACK

Lyon’s teardrop design on 2” centers features a roll form welded upright and is totally interchangeable with all major teardrop-style products on the market today.

Tough, Durable, Smooth Finish features baked-on powder epoxy finish which gives an appliance-like finish that is impact and corrosion resistant.

Offered in many capacities of upright frames in heights ranging from 96” to 240” with depths of 36” to 48” in various load capacities.

Available with beam clear spans of 96”, 108”, 120” and 144” in various beam heights.

Decking options: wire, solid panel, front-to-back support, plywood support channel, skid support, fork entry bar and drum cradle.

In stock:
- Lake Green — Upright Frames/Accessories
- Safety Orange — Beams

Accessories are available upon request.
THE LYON ADVANTAGE

Over 100 years of experience helping dealers, distributors, and end-users store and organize products while maximizing workspace.

Lifetime product warranties against defects in materials and workmanship.

Three domestic plants located centrally in the USA providing fast shipping at affordable rates.

An extensive inventory of products that is ready to ship in seventy-two hours or less.

World-class customer service staffed twelve hours a day to take your calls Monday through Friday.

Having been the market leader for over 100 years, we can attribute our longevity and success to quality products, world-class customer service and our unparalleled record of on-time delivery.

We invite you to give us a call to experience The Lyon Advantage.

LOCKERS ▪ CABINETS ▪ SHELVING

PO Box 671, Aurora, IL 60507-0671
p: 800-323-0082 f: 800-367-6681
e: lyon@lyonworkspace.com
lyonworkspace.com